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About This Software

Game Character Hub is the ultimate program for creating and editing 2D game assets. It provides a built-in generator for
character and tileset creation. While the program was made to be compatible with RPG Maker XP, VX and VX Ace, the

elements found in the program should work with other 2D game engines as well. RPG Maker assets are for RPG Maker use
only.

Key Features

With Game Character Hub, you can easily create characters by choosing generator parts provided in the program. Simply select
a template, add items and you're done! You can also create your own custom templates and parts. Note that almost the same

logic applies to tilesets, so it doesn't necessarily need to be characters!
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With Game Character Hub's flexible layering, you can easily customize parts according to your needs; such as changing the
opacity, renaming, merging and deleting parts to name a few.

Game Character Hub's Preview window lets you see whats going on without having to stop what you're doing! You can pause
the animation and change different settings such as the animation speed, background color and even zoom! You can also set

custom animation previews with the Animation Management feature. Useful if you want to see if your Autotiles or Behaviour
poses seamlessly transition to one another!

With Game Character Hub's palette editor, it's easier for you to create your own palettes and change values. What's more is that
you can generate palette colors from all visible layers or specific ones. Great for finding the colors you need!

Tired of manually merging tile sheets on your own? Game Character Hub has a built in tileset merger to save you the work!
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Game Character Hub allows you to easily convert your character assets for different RPG Maker engines.

Other Features Include...

Flexible GUI Layout - Change the layout of the program to your liking!

Expansive History Window - Easily undo and redo artwork at any point in time during development.
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Title: Game Character Hub
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Publisher:
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More exciting than a trench run on the Death Star.. I'm still laughing at the 36 year old crawling over the floor,
trying to hide behind the ruins of his once mighty snowfortress,
dodging snowballs in 21\u00b0 C.

That's right me!
I'm looking at you!. Way.
To.
Short.
Finished this in less then 90 minutes, and i\u00b4m -not- a puzzle genius.
Yes, there is an editor. I don\u00b4t care.

The game itself is fun, just the magnet stuff is confusing-. The future of this game, is not forsaken.. I brought this on sale
thinking it can't be as bad as the reviews. The truth is its worse. Game had a long load time, terrible lag, difficult controls and
poor graphics. Unlock a door and it shows as still locked, walk away and try again and its will then open.

This game suffers from a total lack of atmosphere and no save facility. Very surprised its not listed as early access as clearly not
ready.

. Good fun, a classic RTS.. I played this when it first came out on the PS2 back in 2003 a brilliant game it was very enjoyable
playing it again after all these years.. Pivvot I believe originally started as an addictive mobile app. It can definitely be addictive.
The game has a great soundtrack, graphics are cool and stylistic while keeping simplicity. Performance is obviously good since
it is a 2D game. The gameplay can be quite challenging and rage inducing. Prepare to die a lot. It's a pretty good time killer
though. If you enjoy games like Super Hexagon then I recommend picking this up.. Good game. But there have been quite a
difficult moments.
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Not that great. For a bullet hell game the hitboxes are hard to judge and deaths don't feel justified. Although it is cheap, not
really worth it.. Really good camo. ;). A cube pulling puzzle game with hints of tower defense. I dig the retro graphics and the
chiptunes, but the game is genuinely enjoyable and the tutorials and level design are well-crafted. Definitely worth it as a
distraction from your 'main' game.. shrug. It's ok. music and graphics are nice but...  hard to recommend a game where being
VR torchered is the highlight of it.
. It is as good as they say. Honest enjoyment from hearing people's struggles and stories. Some things I wish I saw more of and
more people I wish I heard from, I've only done one playthrough though, so idk. Also idk how in depth the different character
actions go like whether giving more alcohol to someone will make them do something different because I've only played the
game once. So assume that it does go that in depth. There was a bit at the end about homophobia that felt out of place given the
world and characters that I'd come to know. It was like, "really?" I felt like if it was an issue worth bringing up, it should have
been more apparent earlier in the game. But this moment in no way ruined the game, it wasn't an issue that affected the game
any, and the game was good enough to survive past it. Which was very unlike the lesbians in Legend of Korra, which completely
ruined the entire show, staining it all as a matyr for gay rights for a show which shouldn't have been that. This game has a large
amount of homos, like an unnatural amount, but it still manages to be good, proving it's not hard to have gay people in a piece of
media without ruining it. You just have to not be dumb about it. Sorry to bring LoK into a review of a great game, but it was the
biggest example I could think of doing gays wrong. Plus in this game they make it feel so natural and not high and mighty,
which I really, really appreciate.

I think endings really make or break any book, movie, or game, and Va-11 hall-a does not disappoint. I'm very happy I played
this game, and I'm excited for N1rv an-a or whatever it's called. Thank you Sukeban, good luck. I WILL be playing this again to
get the different endings. I recommend you just play it blind your first time and let your "mistakes" fester. Be the bartender that
you are, not the one you want to be.. This is awesome! Not only is it a complex and tense mystery, it's also an engaging
storytelling experience that, for all of the limitations of VR technology right now, feels innately natural. This is one of the first
VR games that I've found myself wanting to play for hours on end.
Can we get more of this?. This is a absolutely fun and smart side scrolling shooter. The graphics are fluid and colorful and the
screen can get pretty loaded with bullets and enemies at times without the slightest hint of slowdown or stuttering.

What shines the most about this game is the ability to equip your ship with different weapons. You can position weapons
anywhere on your ship and even change the direction of fire. There are a lot of weapons and I've unlocked seven so far. But it
doesn't end there. You can modify weapons so that they behave differently. That blaster that you added to support your stock
weapon? you can modify it so that bullets home into enemies or spread the shots. Add a few of those blasters to your ship and
you have a fearsome killing machine.

You pick up the weapons and modifiers as you fight through each level. It seems the loot is randomised and some of the
weapons can be different from their stock varient. I picked up a bunch of lazer weapons only to come across the "Zapper"
which is the lazer weapon modified to home into enemies. Awesome!

I'm really digging this game and I can say it's one of the better shooters on Steam.

Highly recommended!. If you turn the sound down this is a bearable hidden objects game....just

43\/100. Fun for children (and if no-one is watching, also for bigger 'kids')
VERY easy to play, no complicated buttons, just put the kitty where you want to go.
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